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ABSTRACT
Open innovation platforms emerged as software solutions to facilitate collaboration among diverse participants in an open innovation initiative. Implementing an open innovation platform is a challenging endeavor mainly due to the disruptive nature of the paradigm itself and to technological aspects that, if left overlooked, may have a big impact later. During our experience in implementing an open innovation platform in a Chilean university, we soon discovered the need for guidance in the implementation, and we argue that this guidance is compatible with the gap-covering structure of capability maturity models, a well-known approach to ICT process improvement. Based on this insight, we propose an initial version of a focus-area maturity model to assess an organization’s readiness to implement and deploy open innovation software platforms. As befits emerging work, we also discuss and share some future lines of work.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Open innovation platforms appear in the context of open innovation as online software tools for helping open innovation adopters in managing innovation endeavors. Two potential users of open innovation platforms are organizations (including companies) pursuing opening their innovation process and open innovation intermediaries.

As with any software system implementation and deployment, open innovation platforms are no exception in terms of the challenges that open innovation adopters will face when working towards implementing and deploying one of these platforms. Challenges are even more interesting in this context as many of the platforms provide functional characteristics that are new to many organizations as they respond to the open innovation paradigm.

We were involved in the implementation of an open innovation platform for a well-known research and engineering Chilean university. We would have appreciated having some reference before, in, and after the open innovation software platform development and implementation for guiding us and the organization in achieving the platform deployment and use. Guidance for assessing current situation and future improvements for facilitating the platform implementation and deployment is appreciated.

In this paper we propose a "focus-area"-based maturity model for assessment and guidance in improvement of the organization’s readiness for implementing and deploying an open innovation platform. We provide two focus areas: platform implementation and platform deployment. For this paper, we refer by platform implementation to the expected development and integration tasks. On the other hand, we refer by platform deployment to the expected organizational efforts for understanding, embracing and purposely using the platform.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly discuss current related work regarding open innovation and maturity models design. Section 3 describes the research and maturity model methodology we follow. Section 4 presents the proposed maturity model with a description of the focus areas and capabilities. Finally, section 5 summarizes and concludes with some thoughts on directions to extend this emerging work.

2 RELATED WORK
In 2003, Henry Chesbrough coined the term “Open Innovation” in his book “Open Innovation: The New Imperative for Creating and Profiting From Technology” defining it as paradigm in which “valuable ideas can come from inside or outside the company and can go to market from inside or outside the company” [4]. Chesbrough contrasted this paradigm with the Closed Innovation one, inwardly focused by its very nature, which is characterized by a vertical integration model where internal innovation activities end up in
internally developed products or services that are distributed by the company [5].

Open innovation platforms appear as software tools, most of the time online software tools, aiming in general at helping organizations to open their innovation processes by engaging with the crowd [3] and helping innovation intermediaries in managing their open innovation services [7].

There are two broad types of maturity models: fixed-level and focus area maturity models [15]. In fixed-level maturity models, there is a fixed number of generic maturity levels with each one having a set of associated processes to be implemented [15]. The widely known CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integration) is an example of fixed-level maturity models. On the other hand, focus area maturity models are designed around a number of focus areas that must be worked to achieve maturity in an aspect of a functional domain [15]. The same CMMI, but in its continuous representation, can be regarded as a focus-area maturity model style.

3 RESEARCH AND MATURITY MODEL DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY

We have recent experience implementing an open innovation platform at a STEM-oriented Chilean university. However, to avoid biases motivated by our particular experience, we conducted this research and explored maturity model development along two axes:

- First, we researched development strategies for, and types of, maturity models.
- Second, we reviewed existing literature about open innovation platforms (including [1][3][7][9][10][14]) to maintain our mindsets open enough to avoid biases derived from our particular experience. In addition, as recommended by Mettler [12], we also use the SEMAT Kernel [11], CMMI [13], and elements of Enterprise Software Architectures [6][8] as references for comparison and motivation.

In terms of the development strategy, we used the approach proposed by Becker et al. [2] (also commented in [12]):

1. Identify need or new opportunity: implementing and deploying an open innovation platform is challenging due to the typical challenges observed in any software system implementation and deployment and also due to that many of the functional characteristics are motivated by a paradigm that itself is disrupting for many organizations.

2. Define scope: we focus our proposed maturity model on the specific domain of open innovation platforms implementation and deployment aiming at providing guidance to practitioners in assessment and improvement of the organization readiness for the platform implementation and deployment. For our purposes, practitioners could be working in companies, government, or academy.

3. Design model: at this early stage, we propose structuring the maturity model around two focus areas. This decision is made considering that the maturity model should be actionable enough so practitioners do not feel as using this model as a heavyweight assessment method.

4. Evaluate design: as of this writing, we rely on discussion about internal and external validity regarding the defined scope.

(5) Reflect evolution: we regard two aspects as critical for evolution. The first one is defining more concrete guidance for assessment (for example, we are working towards the definition of a set of indicators being part of an assessment method). The second one is working towards transferring to industry, government, or academy this model so we can get practical feedback for future model improvements.

4 THE MATURITY MODEL

As explained in Sections 2 and 3, the proposed maturity model is based on a focus-area approach. In this approach, we identify two focus areas: platform implementation (FA1), and platform deployment (FA2); and to each of these we associate a set of capabilities (see Table 1).

The capabilities associated with the focus area “Platform implementation” are:

- FA1.A: The organization understands and agrees open innovation platform functionality.
- FA1.B: The organization understand and agrees platform’s architectural decisions and technology to be used.
- FA1.C: The organization chooses between in-house development, outsourced development, or acquisition of a platform as a product.
- FA1.D: The open innovation platform is in use with some degree of integration to other systems.
- FA1.R: The platform provides or consumes services, increasing the degree of integration.
- FA1.F: The platform is systematically providing or consuming services in the context of development of external interfaces, reports, and other integrated uses.

And the capabilities associated with the focus area “Platform deployment” are:

- FA2.A: Open innovation processes recognized, modeled, and an open innovation platform appears as a tool supporting some parts of the process.
- FA2.B: The open innovation platform is used to support some open innovation initiatives.
- FA2.C: The open innovation platform is systematically used in the context of open innovation initiatives.
- FA2.D: The open innovation platform provides useful metrics to open innovation management.
- FA2.E: Use of the open innovation platform is being optimized.

One key aspect of focus-area maturity models is that its focus areas must be mutually disjoint functional aspects, which eventually compose a complete functional domain [15]. This feature has practical implications: we must be careful when designing the

### Table 1: Summary of focus areas and capabilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus Area</th>
<th>Capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
model to not mix capabilities from one focus area into another. For example, in our model, if we had considered capability FA1.C to be part of the “platform deployment” focus area, we would have ended up with a maturity model that when applied would have stopped improvement in the “platform implementation” focus area. Nevertheless, we need to remark that some capabilities would benefit from implementation of other areas’ capabilities, and we highlight this in the model by referencing them as we explain in the following paragraph.

In the following subsections, we describe each capability with a format based on the example in [15], with four attributes:

1. Goal: which purpose the capability serves. It also outlines the benefit of implementing the capability.
2. Action: outlines what must be done to meet the capability.
3. Prerequisites: indicate, if applies, which capabilities must be implemented before the present capability. Prerequisites indicate cross referencing capabilities in different focus areas, i.e. do not describe some kind of logical maturity progression.
4. References: indicate where the reader could see more information about the capability.

### 4.1 Focus area capabilities: platform implementation

This section presents “platform implementation” focus area capabilities characteristics.

**FA1.A: The organization understands and agrees open innovation platform functionality.**
- **Goal:** Focus efforts in the implementation of an appropriate (for the organization) open innovation platform.
- **Action:** Requirements engineers should research and discuss open innovation platforms requirements and agreed with management staff what functionality is expected for the organization’s platform.
- **Prerequisite:** FA2.A.
- **References:** [1][3][7][9][10][11][14].

**FA1.B: The organization understand and agrees platform’s architectural decisions and technology to be used.**
- **Goal:** Provide critical information to support functionality with quality requirements as expected by the organization.
- **Action:** Requirements engineers and software architects should discuss and agree architectural decisions and define the architecture for the platform.
- **Prerequisite:** -
- **References:** [1][3][7][9][10][11][14].

**FA1.C: The organization chooses between in-house development, outsourced development, or acquisition of a platform as a product.**
- **Goal:** Decide if the organization is going to buy a software product, a software service, or develop in an in-house or outsourced way the platform.
- **Action:** Management staff and IT operations and software engineer discuss the tradeoffs between choosing in-house or outsourced development or acquisition (with potential tailoring) of a platform.
- **Prerequisite:** -
- **References:** [11]

**FA1.D: The open innovation platform is in use with some degree of integration to other systems.**
- **Goal:** Put open innovation platform in production environment and make use of it. Integration to other systems is expected, but only at the platform level (i.e., it is expected that the platform makes use of third-party components for its execution).
- **Action:** Management staff instruct IT operations to deploy the platform and begin the use to support open innovation initiatives or projects.
- **Prerequisite:** FA2.A.
- **References:** [11][13]

**FA1.E: The platform provides or consumes services, increasing the degree of integration.**
- **Goal:** Take advantage of the reuse of platform’s components as originally designed.
- **Action:** Integrate the open innovation platform with other systems (e.g., Single-Sign-On) not depending on big maintenance to the current design, i.e, integration is achieved by using current interfaces as they were designed.
- **Prerequisite:** -
- **References:** [11][13][6][8]

**FA1.F: The platform is systematically providing or consuming services in the context of development of external interfaces, reports, and other integrated uses.**
- **Goal:** Take advantage of systematic software components reuse.
- **Action:** Software architects improve architecture providing information regarding interfaces and components for the development team so they can refactor current architecture and provide services as described in the improved architecture. Take advantage of the provided services for integration with eventually new applications.
- **Prerequisite:** -
- **References:** [11][13][6][8]

### 4.2 Focus area capabilities: platform deployment

This section presents “platform deployment” focus area capabilities characteristics.

**FA2.A: Open innovation processes recognized, modeled, and an open innovation platform appears as a tool supporting some parts of the process.**
- **Goal:** The organization is aware of the benefits and potential uses of an open innovation platform in the context of an open innovation initiative or project.
- **Action:** Management staff, and IT and software engineers should discuss functionality, costs of implementation, diverse mechanisms for implementation and examples of uses. Discussion must end with alignment of the open innovation platform in the context of current open innovation organization’s processes.
• Prerequisite: FA1.B.
• References: [1][3][7][9][10][11][14].

FA2.B: The open innovation platform is used to support some open innovation initiatives.
• Goal: The platform is running in production environment. By some initiatives we mean that the organization is motivating platform use, but still it is not pervasively and systematically used in open innovation initiatives.
• Action: Instruct open innovation practitioners to use the open innovation platform according to functionality and requirements defined. Collect any feedback from the use. Feed IT operations and software engineers with feedback so they can discuss with management and prioritize potential improvements.
• Prerequisite: FA1.C.
• References: [1][3][7][9][10][11][14].

FA2.C: The open innovation platform is systematically used in the context of open innovation initiatives.
• Goal: Promote and control the use of the platform in most or all of the open innovation initiatives or projects.
• Action: Make use of the collected feedback from the initial use of the platform. Implement feedback-driven improvements in the platform.
• Prerequisite: FA1.C.
• References: [1][3][7][9][10][11][13][14].

FA2.D: The open innovation platform provides usable metrics to open innovation management.
• Goal: Define metrics and provide measurements to open innovation initiatives and projects management.
• Action: Define metrics, take measurements for the metrics, and report them open innovation management.
• Prerequisite: FA1.C.
• References: [1][3][7][9][10][11][13][14].

FA2.E: Use of the open innovation platform is being optimized.
• Goal: Make use of concrete feedback to optimize the use of the platform in open innovation initiatives or projects.
• Action: Define metrics, take measurements for the defined metrics, and use them for optimization purposes.
• Prerequisite: FA1.C (perhaps also FA1.E and FA1.F).
• References: [1][3][7][9][10][11][13][14].

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Given the disruptive nature of the open innovation paradigm, we argue organizations would benefit from guidance in the assessment and improvement of the readiness for implementing and deploying an open innovation platform.

In this paper, we proposed a focus-area maturity model with two focus areas and a total of eleven capabilities. An actionable and lightweight maturity model would allow running quick assessment, and getting guidance for improvement, by practitioners in charge of implementing and deploying an open innovation platform.

Our proposal is in an “emerging state”, meaning we are still working the model. We regard, at least, three research lines to continue this work. First, we need to develop a method for helping and guiding the assessment. This approach will also require us to define a set of indicators to aid in the maturity assessment. This method should also provide concrete definitions for marking a capability as achieved or not (e.g., companion checklists). Second, we are interested in the model transfer to the industry, government or, in general, to any organization pursuing opening its innovation process and implementing and deploying an open innovation platform. Finally, we would like to build a library of practices for each one of the capabilities so users of the model would also benefit from more concrete guidance.

At this stage we have evaluated the model in terms of internal and external validity. We have used our previous experience in implementing an open innovation platform in a Chilean University to apply this model in a retrospective way. This evaluation allowed us to improve the model which is, we insist, still subject to many improvements. We expect getting valuable feedback from future applications to support all three future aforementioned research lines.
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